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LETTERS
Dear Editor:
This article is directed particularly at the
basketball game that took place February
first between George Fox and the University
of Alaska. Being an Alaskan. I rooted for
Alaska and did not think it strange to do
so. Obviously, others felt it was. Being on
the other side, I got a rarely seen view of
George Fox students rooting for their team.
What could have been healthy competition
turned into an embittered rivalry betwen
the good, the bad, and the ugly (the latter
being symbolized here as the traitorous
pro-Alaska group).
There is one important element that
should not be ignored at this point. George
Fox College is supposed to be a Christian
school; how can it, I wonder, justify the
rude display put on by the student body
present who hissed and booed continuously whenever Alaska had the ball?
Just where do competitive sports fit into
the college curriculum? By all reasonable
definitions, a college represents a learning
environment, based on teaching students
various facts of knowledge that will enable
them in a career or provide personal use.
If sports are considered merely "extracurricular." why all the emphasis on them?
Do competitive sports promote a Christian spirit of humility? Obviously, if one
dwells on the subject for any length of time,
the answer is clear that they do not. In most
cases, the result of highly competitive
sports is either humiliation for the losers
or an exalted pride for the victors. Those
who win can always afford to act humble
afterwards! Who ever heard of a team that
adopted the following verse for their motto:
"Let each esteem others as better than
themselves?" A Christian spirit of humility

One of the many rebukes I received after
the game was the statement. "Aren't you
even loyal to this school?" Now that I'm
safe, I can say "Just what is there to be
loyal to? George Fox College is the school
I'm attending for an educaton, not a private
club that demands my undying devotion."
To quote Veida Le Baron, who puts it nicely,
"This college has my money and me (in
body); why should it have my soul?"
All in all the whole idea of sports seems
to have lost the original idea behind it —
exercise, fun, and relaxation. When it turns
into a dog-eat-dog attitude where winning
is everything, it's time to admit to ourselves
that we're coating our athletic endeavors
with a thin veneer of Christianity in the high
hopes that God wouldn't ask us to be
humble in everything, would He?

Deborah Halsten
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Dear Editor:
While thumbing through the GFC Catalog we chanced to notice a listing of scholarships with certain stipulations and qualifications attached to them. To our dismay
we found that no scholarship held the
namesake of the founder of the Quaker
church, George Fox.
We recommend that GFC set up a "Fox
Scholarship." This would include a one
thousand dollar stipend awarded each year
to a girl of considerable beauty, thus deserving the honor.
It seems a shame there is no scholarship
honoring George Fox; however, we are
sure this scholarship would manifest the
importance we place on him and benefit
our school as well.

THE CRESCENT
Louise Minthorne, Editor
THE CRESCENT published four times each
term by the students of George Fox College. Mailed as third class mail from Newberg, Oregon 97132.
SUBSCRIPTIONS: $3.00 per year.
THE OPINIONS expressed herein are those
of the individual writers and not necessarily
those of the students faculty or college administration.

The Residents of Hobson II
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around. I always wondered if he was thinking that I had other feelings for him besides
those of friendship. Fortunately, we talked
about it; I understood him, and he understood me.
When I arrived here I thought. "Well,
maybe I won't have that problem. Maybe
people here will be mature enough to realize that it is possible to be very close as
brother and sister without there being other
feelings involved." Sadly I was mistaken.
In fact, if anything, it is worse here than
in high school.

Friendships are rare and beautiful. It's
easy to have many acquaintances but there
are very few people one can call friends.
As long as things are going well, they'll
claim to be the' best of friends. But if
something goes wrong, they're gone.
God has been good to me, I have several
very close friends, and I am more fortunate
than some girls because I have the privilege
of calling some males "friend". One of my
closest friends at home is a male. During
high school, this gave many cause to speculate, to ask probing questions, and in
general, to be annoying. The only way I
could communicate with Riley, or he with
me, was either by phone or by sending
notes to each other, because our schedules
were so different. People did not understand, and though I patiently explained that
To me, it's a little annoying to have to
he was already engaged, they still did not
understand. This may sound petty, but at keep explaining to people, "No, there's
times it seemed to put a small strain on nothing between us, were just good
how comfortable I felt when Riley was friends." Being talked about, teased and
questioned can be embarrassing to some

CUPID'S
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people. A friend commented to me once,
" I don't know whether to hang around him
anymore or not. It seems like people could
be a little more sensitive before they start
teasing about a guy. We're really good
friends, but now I feel really funny around
him. I always wonder what he's thinking."
Why do such doubts have to be cast in
the minds of people? Why must people
question others' motives? One afternoon I
made brownies, and thinking that a friend
of mine, who happens to be a guy, might
enjoy them, I took some out to the lobby
and asked a guy who lives on his floor if
he could give them to him. I couldn't
myself, since obviously I couldn't deliver
in person. After taking the brownies for me
and returning, he said. "What's with you.
Deb? You have a crush on him. or something? You are always writing him notes
or giving things to him." Trying not to lose
my cool, I explained to him as best I could
that we were friends and that I enjoyed
making brownies. Still not satisfied, he
finally let me go in peace.
Jesus says to love one another, and one
of the ways of showing love is by doing
things the other person might like. Isn't it
time we let people truly be brothers end
sisters in Christ without always putting
other connotations on the relationship?

MAJOR CHANGES
PLANNED
The Christian Education Department will
have a refreshing new flavor next year. The
Division will include two new majors: Religion and Christian Ministries in the four
teaching areas that presently comprise
these majors. In addition to these two basic
majors, interdisciplinary opportunities are
possible with such areas as Mu \ Physical
Education and more.
The Religion major includes studies in
Bible, Christian Education, Philosophy and
Religion and may be selected by students
who see the undergraduate program as a
terminal experience or those who expect
to go on to seminary or graduate school.
This major, however, is designed for students who expect additional studies
beyond college.
The Christian Ministries major is the contemporary expression- of Christian Education with additional studies in church
growth patterns, group ministries, smell
group dynamics and other outreach successes. It will also include up to one term
of practical, first-hand experiences offcampus.
This addition to the Religion Department
of George Fox College creates the potentiality of not only broader experience, but
increases the vision of more "creative
learning".

Band Tour

RALPH BEEBE
JOINS FACULTY
Coming to George Fox College in the fall
of 1974 as an associate professor of history
is Dr. Ralph Beebe. He is presently teaching
American history and serving as president
of the faculty at Winston Churchill High
School in Eugene, Oregon. Dr. Beebe has
seventeen years of experience in high
school teaching and two years in college.
He received a Ph.D. from the University
of Oregon in 1972; an M.A. from the
University of Oregon in 1969; an M.Ed,
from Linfield in 1955; and a B.A. from
George Fox College in 1954.
He has written several articles and books
including Garden of the Lord, The Worker
and Social Change, 1970; Thomas Jefferson, The Embargo, and the Decision for
Peace, 1972; and articles in Professional
Growth for Teachers.
Dr. Beebe and wife, Wanda, who is also
a former student of George Fox College,
have three children, 13, 15, and 18. The
latter, Diane, is a freshman at George Fox
College. She states simply that. "He's a
neat guy." and seems pleased with the
change.
Dr. Beebe spent two years coaching basketball, baseball and football here at Fox
and is evidently ready to "tackle" it again.
It will be a pleasure for him to return.

1974:

Disneyland or Bust!
Scheduled to leave just one week from the College's home church, Newberg
today, the George Fox College Concert Friends, on Sunday March 24 at 7:00 pm.
The band is not the only organ of GFC
Band is readying' for a ten-day tour of
to do such touring. Also from within the
Southern California.
The 53-member band, under the direc- music department, the acappela choir
tion of Dr. Dennis Hagen, is to provide the spent four days in February touring in the
entertainment for the annual Disneyland Seattle area and into Vancouver B.C.
Dinner, held by the College for its support- Through the chaplain's office, several small
ers in Southern California on the evening student groups go on deputation work to
churches throughout the northwest. The
of March 18.
Both going and coming from the Los An- touring group of the drama department,
geles area, the band is scheduled to per- Inter-Mission, has a repertoire of two plays
form in churches and schools a total of 14 and several short improvisations which
they perform upon request to churches in
times.
A highlight for the students, perhaps, Oregon and southern Washington.
Numbers to be performed by the concert
will be the full day spent at Disneyland,
when band members will be free to enter- band include "Symphonic Movement" by
tain themselves. However, the tour Nelybel, "Variations on a Shaker Melody"
contains many benefits for the students by Copland, "Procession of the Nobles"
other than a sunny vacation; it is also a by Rimsky-Korsakov, "Fanfare to LaPeri,"
an all-brass number by Dubois, "La Fiesta"
valuable learning experience for them.
While on tour band members are housed by Reed, "Carnival" by Caillet, "When
and fed by the various churches in which Jesus Wept" and "Chester" by Schuman,
performances are given. Farmed out to "Cubana," which features Divonna Littlefamilies in the churches, students are given field in a violin solo accompanied by band,
Bennett,
"Jazz
March"
by
new insights into other Christians and op- by
portunities to found new friendships upon Bencriscuitto. "Americans We" march by
the common ground of Christianity. The Fillmore, and several alternate selections
students are also live representatives of including the new "GFC Americana
George Fox College, spreading the good March" written specifically for the George
news of GFC to the uttermost parts of the Fox College band by Long.
country.
Leaving the morning after winter term
Concerts are scheduled in Silverton classes end, band members will tour for
schools, at Medford Friends, Fresno, Bell, the entire duration of spring vacation, reRose Drive Friends, Stockton, Tulelake turning to the college Sunday evening,
schools, Elkton, Eugene, Portland, and Al- March 24. Spring term begins Monday,
t
bany, with the final concert of the tour in the 25th.

YODER TO SPEAK

ON CAMPUS
Bringing to George Fox his insights into
the meaning and style of contemporary
Christian living will be John Howard
Yoder, one of the outstanding theologians
of our day. Dr. Yoder will be on campus
March 10-12.
Yoder will speak in chapel on Monday.
March 11 on "The Cost of Grace." and
will be involved in class visits during the
two days he is on campus His main
address will be presented Tuesday evening, March 12, at 7:30 p.m. in Calder
Lecture. His topic is to be "Evangelical Responsibility — Today and Tomorrow."
Dr. Yoder is Professor of Theology on
the faculties of the Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries at Elkhart, Indiana and
of the University of Notre Dame. He is
known as an articulate spokesman for the
Anabaptist-Mennonite view of the Church.
He is the author of several books, the most
recent of which is The Politics of Jesus.
This was used as the text of the Sophomore/Junior Honors Colloquium (Intensified Studies) fall term of this school year.
One of the most significant studies published among evangelicals in quite some
time, The Politics of Jesus was reviewed
by Christianity Today in its December 2 1 ,
1973 issue. The following is in direct quotation from this review:
"Much of Yoder's work is in frank defense of pacifism. But this book is much
more than a defense of pacifism. It is an
extended essay in social ethics arguing the
unpopular thesis that the life and teachings
of Jesus have direct social and political implications. Evangelicals speak much of
Christ as Savior, less . . . of him as Lord,
and hardly at all of Jesus as a teacher and
model who calls us to radical discipleship.
"Yoder's case is based primarily on a detailed exegesis of the Gospel of Luke that
will for most readers open up an entirely
new world within the Scriptures. Years of
spiritualized interpretation of this Gospel
have blinded us to the literal meaning of
its basic statement of Christ's mission:
He has anointed me to preach good
news to the poor;
He has sent me to proclaim release to
the captives;
And recovery of sight to the blind;
To set at liberty those who are opressed;
And to proclaim the acceptable year of
the Lord.
"Yoder developes the biblical basis of
the theme of 'imitation of Christ' and analyzes the meaning of the 'principalities and
powers' in terms of social forces.
"This is 'a book of supreme importance.'
And it's importance lies precisely in moving questions of social ethics firmly into the
realm of exegesis where every truly biblical
Christian must face them head on."
Any student interested in reading
Yoder's book can easily get hold of one
from students who were in Honors Colloquium or through the college bookstore __
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It becomes practical and something which
affects us on a national or sociological level
(government, world affairs, and war) and
on a personal level (our relations with those
In 1099, after a six-week seige, the Cruimmediately around us).
saders entered Jerusalem and took it from
the' Moslems and the Jews. Thomas H.
What I think I'm asking for is that, before
Greer, in his Brief History of Western Man, we begin to discuss pacifism, we as a body
quotes a Crusader who wrote of the inciof believers might ask the Lord for wisdom
dent in his journal:
and clarity and also love, and to come to
a personal decision for or against pacifism.
"The amount of blood that they shed
It is only after much soul searching and
on that day is incredible . . . Some of
much thought, seeking the light of Christ,
our men (and this was more merciful) cut
that I have felt convicted of God to dare
off the heads of their enemies; others
and state before the Brethren on this
shot them with arrows so that they fell
campus what Light the Spirit has given me
from the towers; others tortured them
on this subject.
longer by casting them into the flames.
Piles of heads, hands, and feet were to
As I start to discuss pacifism upon a sobe seen in the streets of the city . . . It
ciological/national level, I would like to rewas a just and splendid judgment of God mind the reader that this is only a collecthat this place should be filled with the
tion of thoughts which I have had while
blood of unbelievers, since it had suftrying to find a place to stand on this issue.
fered so long from their blasphemies."
I have put them forth only to help foster
Most of us believers today look at scenes
discussion among those who are seriously
such as that described as dark pages in the
dealing with pacifism and to begin some
history of Christendom. We gasp at the
serious thought among these who aren't.
butchery of those who have called on the
The biggest problem of sociological /naname of the Lord in ages past. Yet, sometional pacifism, and the one I will deal with
how, the Crusades don't seem so long ago
is War. My definition of pacifism as applied
when we read what a popular contemto this level is the denial of sociological
porary Reverend, R.B. Thieme, Jr., says in
factors determining the taking of another
his little booklet War: Moral or Immoral?: life. There are several things you should
"This one passage (referring to II
notice in my definition. First, I have not
Kings 19:35) could have saved fifty
ruled out defense; and secondly, I have dethousand American lives by going into
North Vietnam and destroying it — blowing it off the map, then inviting Red
China to view the big hole and see what
we can do!"
In view of what Reverend Thieme advocates, 1099 seems like yesterday.
This article is about pacifism. Does God
justify war? If so, whom does he bless?
Every Christian sooner or later must decide
for or against pacifism. In this article, I
would like to raise some questions, hoping
that they would be the basis for further discussion later on.
Several weeks ago, the film "Cromwell"
was shown on campus. Faithfully historical, it raised a major question pertaining
to this subject. In one of the scenes before
a battle, we are shown ministers, one belonging to Charles I, the other to Cromwell,
praying-for God's help and protection. The
question: whom does God bless? Who —
Charles I, supposedly monarch because of
Divine approval; or Cromwell, fighting for
God-given rights? Both fight believing they
fight for God, yet one has to lose. Eventually Cromwell wins, yet it is ironic that after
Charles I is beheaded, he must rule England as a military dictator, the very thing
he fought against. Whom did God bless?
Going back to the Crusade of 1099, we
find that in 1187 the Turks recapture Jerusalem. Succeeding Crusades never again
were victorious and eventually culminated
in weakening the Byzantine Empire so
much that, in the fifteenth century, they
were unable to stop the Turkish invasion
into Europe. Whom did God bless — The
Turks or the Crusaders?
I think we, as a body of believers, need
to come to an agreement on a matter of
such importance. It is important because,
eventually our stand for or against pacifism
becomes more than a theoretical concept.

to forget the element of the Divine. We forget that God does work into history. Where
a more humanistic or mystical pacifism is
dependent merely on sociological factors
alone, we as Christians have the divine assistance of God.
Up to now I have refrained from the use
of Scripture, but I find it necessary to reinforce my stand against the taking of life
with it. I don't believe' we can use the Old
Testament as a justification for killing another human life.
In II Corinthians the third chapter, Paul
talks about two definite dispensations: the
dispensation of condemnation and the
dispensation of righteousness of the Spirit.
According to the teaching of this chapter
the culmination and the end of the dispensation of condemnation came with the occurence of Christ into history. With Christ
came a whole new way of life, the dispensation of righteousness. The dispensation
of death carved in letters of stone, became
obscure when the veil was lifted and Jesus
was shown to all men.
John records in John 13:34 Jesus say-

Art Carranza

WHOM DOES
GOD BLESS?
A Study of
Christian Pacifism

nied the taking of life.
I want to state very clearly, that Christian
pacifism does not rule out defense. Why?
For the very simple reason that Christianity
is not stoicism. We are not called to a brave
resignation of life and acceptance of all that
us. We
not called to
i befalls —
••• are —
— numbness
I ° f reality, but to a very strong awareness
of the razor edge of reality. To say that we
I are to be unflinchingly resignated to all that
! befalls us is to deny the reality of prayer.
I We pray in different situations in life for
I two reasons: to change the circumstance
I or to change our attitude towards the cir' cumstance. In this light, Christianity is anyi thing but stoicism.
Christian pacifism on a sociological /na1
tional level is not a resignation to whatever
befalls us; we don't sit back and accept
I world chaos. Then, what should we do?
• We defend ourselves.
i Th is brings me to my second point. How
I do we defend ourselves if I have ruled out
' the taking of life? I admit it seems paradoxical, but I think there is a way. Those who
are observant will have noticed that I have
switched to using the term "Christian pacifism." I've done it purposely and for good
reason. In discussing this subject we tend
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ing, "A new commandment I give unto
you. that ye love one another; as I have
loved you, that you also love one another."
Allow me to suggest that the call to love
wasn't new. The "newness" lay in the
phrase "as I have loved you." That phrase
made the disciples look at the commandment (Deu. 6:5) in a new light.
Christ loved among men, and as a result
we are tied in a sociological way to love
men around us. Soldiers came to Christ
and asked what they could do. His reply?
"Do violence to no man . . ." (Lk. 3:14)
The question arises, is there not a middle
path in which God uses us as instruments
of justice? It's a fair question, and it brings
us right back to Cromwell and the Crusaders — whom does God bless? How do
you distinguish when God would use you
as His emissary of death or when He would
use you as a vengeful judge? In our present
dispensation there is no middle path. Either
life is sacred or it is notl If God does indeed
condone any taking of life on a sociological
level, then the Crusaders, Cromwell, and
Reverend Thieme are right! There is no
double standard, no choosing between the
lesser of two evils. As Christians in today's
world we are forced to choose either for
or against pacifism on a sociological/national level.

Let me repeat it with Love — you must
choose; there is no place for lukewarmness
today. Why? For two reasons. First, because God says. Secondly, because technology says.
Jesus in Luke 11:14 established the fact
that there is no double standard with God.
The thing at question there is healing. The
Pharisees suggest that he casts out
demons by Beelzebul or Satan. Jesus'
reply is significant: "If Satan also is divided
against himself, how long will his kingdom
stand? If I cast out demons by Satan, By
whom do your sons cast them out? Therefore, they shall be your judges. But if it
is by the finger of God that I cast out
demons, then the kingdom of God has
come upon you."
Do you understand? Satan doesn't heal;
even he's smart enough to know his kingdom could not stand while he. works
against himself. Does the Church understand? Can we preach love, send missionaries to Japan, and then drop a bomb on
Hiroshima or Hanoi?
Secondly, technology says we must
choose. We can no longer leave the decision between Pacifism and War to others.
We can no longer maintain un-involved silence. Whether we like it or not we are involvedl Why? Because we all can be guilty
of silence. We should have spoken against
Hiroshima and Hanoi. We didn't. The
bomb was dropped, technology spoke, and
thousands of innocent people were dead.
We might as well have been the ones pushing the buttons. Lincoln spoke right when
he said, "To maintain silence when we
ought to speak, makes cowards out of
men." -No matter if we are the ones actually on the battlefield or not, we are involved
by not speaking.
How then do we speak? This brings me
back to how we defend. Remember, I
have stated that as Christians we have the
help of Divinity and that Christianity is not
stoicism. Let me now suggest that the reason we have not, as a body of believers
been able to see God work through in a
pacifistic way is because we are a kingdom
divided. For centuries the Church has been
torn apart on this subject. We preach of
mercy and love to all men, then some of
the Body participate in war. War follows
war, and we watch life, supposedly sacred,
drift off like smoke on a battlefield.
Brethren, for the sake of Christ's love
towards humanity, let us come together as
a Kingdom united and refuse to hurt and
take up arms anymore.
As a Kingdom united let us drop the
sword which smites the servants ear (Mk.
14:47) and take up the Sword of the Spirit.
As a Kingdom united let us pray for peace
and act, believing our God will answer. He
will answer: He is our defense. We have
tried to bring peace by war; let us now
have faith enough to trust God to war for
us. In this way, we will be defending and
not taking another's life. Talk about a missionary effort — can you imagine what
would happen if we, as a Body stood united and allowed God to be our defense? I
pray that we as a Body of Believers would
indeed see the reality of the Kingdom of
God come upon us.
~

"Maybe students skip
because they sleep better
outside class than in."
More than one-third of the students at
George Fqx College skip classes once per
week. Which, if the average student carries
a 15-hour load, means that 38% of the
students here skip almost 8% of the time.^
And that doesn't sound so bad. Until you
realize that missing one hour of classes per
week is the equivalent of carrying a load
of one hour less, which means paying for
one hour of credit more than the student
is actually receiving — or, to state it more
simply, the student who skips once per
week is missing out on about thirty-five
dollars worth of educetion.
That is, of course, assuming that one becomes educated in class. Which is a debatable subject.
But that is only one-third of the students.
Of the other two-thirds, half skip classes
more than once per week, and half skip
less than that.

SKIPPING OUT Now, how do students and professors
react to skipping? How do they feel this
tendency can best be combatted?
Professors come up with more excuses
for students skipping classes than the students themselves. In a recent survey, five
professors listed nine reasons for skipping
while thirteen students gave only seven
reasons.
On the other hand, when asked what
changes professors could make in order to
improve class attendance, students came
up with eight suggestions and professors
only seven. What does that indicate about
where people believe problems originate?
The reasons students gave for not attending classes are:
Other commitments (4)
I know I won't miss anything (3)
I need to sleep (5)
I need to study (6)
I need to relax (3)
Illness (2)
Classes bore me (1)
Professors rationalize student skips on the
following bases:
Lack of organization (1)
Boredom (2)
Lack of motivation (1)
Need more sleep (1)
Cramming for other classes (1)
Sicknesp (2)
Extra-curricular activities (1)
Tired — too much to do in not enough
time (1)
Pressure of outside class assignments

(D
Basically it sounds as if students have
a lot more studying and sleeping to do than
professors realize, though this is not always
true. As one professor put it, "Maybe students skip because they sleep better outside of class than in."

From these reasons for skipping, one
would expect the suggestions for improving class attendance to center around loosening up class assignments. They don't,
however. Students basically claim they
would attend classes if lectures were interesting and relevant (6); if there were more
student discussion and involvement (2); if
professors would make more use of instructional materials (4); if lectures were
more informative (3); if classes offered
more variety (2); if professors would give
quizzes (2); and if roll were taken (3). As
a general rule the classes-skipped most are
those "which are nothing more than an
oral presentation of the text."
Professors make the following generalizations as suggestions for the professor if
he wishes to improve attendance in his
classes:
Be prepared (2)
Be open to students' suggestions for
class organization (1)
Be enthusiastic about the subject (2)
Make class time profitable (1)
Be interesting (1)
Require class participation (1)
Take roll (1).
Nearly all professors and students agree
that students are responsible for class attendance; students do not "owe" class at-

MISSING OUT?
Louise Minthorne
tendance to the professor. Also, nearly everyone mentioned that students are paying
for classes, and, if they skip, then it is their
loss. And one professor mentioned that
perhaps students "owe" attendance to
their parents . . . .
Professors in several classes grade, to a
certain extent, upon attendance. The most
obvious examples of this are band and
acappella choir, where attendance is the
only factor upon which the students are
graded. However, some other classes
where attendance affects grade are: the Edblock on Tuesday and Thursday mornings,
Spanish,
Contemporary
Religious
Thought, and art classes.
And, of course, there are the classes
where professors grade indirectly upon attendance. Mr. Higgins, for example, states
that "Flagrant absenteeism tends to affect
a student's grade, I'm sure, through my
offended psyche." Another professor comments, "I grade on what a student learns,
not on his ability to endure my lectures."
On the subject of being graded in class,
students react like this:
"I think being graded on attendance
is stupid!"
"Since ! attend class regularly, it is
just a bonus."
"It frustrates me. I go, but try to use
the time constructively — like by writing
letters."
"It makes me gag."
"It makes me mad — but it works."
All in all, the general feeling on class attendance is that it is important for education. But there is also an undercurrent of
(Continued on page fifteen)
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BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE

CONTACT WITH NEW IDEAS
LEADS TO OUR MATURITY

% Have you seen a saw? M A I N T E N A N C E
W We had a saw—
O
2 A small yellow McCulloch saw.
Eg
g Did you borrow our saw?
>
, We need our saw.
g
<5> Please return our saw.
3
pj Leave the saw at the rear door of the B
lii Maintenance Building.
2
ft< No one in Maintenance will saw you return H
*? our saw.
S We will be saw grateful. ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^

T .\iln
Lyla

by Doug Flaming

tfrar
Hadford

As you watch your friends get ready to
leave for church have you ever stopped to
wonder why they go to a particular church?
Many students at Fox go to different
churches all the time, because they just go
where ever their friends are going. Sometimes they do enjoy meeting different people, and "hearing the different views."
Some of the students attend a church
regularly and are taking part in the work
of their church. The things that draw people into different churches are the facts that
(1) they feel needed and they can contribute, (2) the friendliness of the people often
makes the students feel wanted and loved,
and (3) they go to church where they feel
their spiritual needs are being met.
Some of the students have reported
where they attend church and why they
minister there. Sarah Reed plays the piano
for Tigard Evangelical Church. She has
been wanting to play for a church but felt
that many churches already had their
needs met. However, when this opportunity came, she accepted. She says, " I just
love it there; the people are so friendly and
the teaching is great!"
Mark Halland and Steve Strutz go to the
First Christian Church of Newberg. Mark
really appreciates the love of the people
there, and said "They're almost like Montana folks!" The similarity of churches here
with students' home churches always
seems to be an important factor in selecting where they attend.
Many kids that have lived around the
area go to their home churches of earlier
years tp share what the Lord has enabled
them to do. Gwen Puckett goes into Portland and teaches and shows the love of
Jesus to nursery school children at Lents
Friends.
Charlene Williams and her husband
Randy have started a College and Career
Class at the Fremont E.C.N.A. Church in
Portland. She really enjoys working with
this group because they're close to her
own age and they really are searching for
the answers. She thinks that it's important
to give them Christ centered activities, so
they can have fun but not get into trouble.
Two Fox students have been working at
the church in Eola Village. One of them
said there is one missionary there who real-

GFC's former ball player Ken Greenman reminisces about
those high school games in which his championship team
defeated Walton's high school team four times in one season — the last team to beat Walton until UCLA was topped
by Notre Dame last month.
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ly needs a lot of help. This coupietinds"
this work very challenging and rewarding
as they've seen some of the children they
work with come to know the Lord and learn
about the Bible. There is a lot of work to
do there and there is need for someone
with the ability to speak Spanish to go
there to work. "Unfortunately we can't,
but it's exciting to watch the Lord work,"
one of them said.
This article is not written to give the
opinion that people must teach or lead in
the church in order to be classified as an
active member.
Personally, one of the greatest blessings
I have been given is a church among the
people of God where I am able to watch
His love blossom among the people.
There are many other students who are
active — teaching, helping with youth, and
taking part in the services — because they
are fulfilled by sharing Christ in various
ways and find it good experience for their
future.
One of the greatest things about college
life is having the opportunity to serve God
at the church that He leads you to. To be
able to share the love of Christ with the
people and experience their love for the
Lord and for you is a vital step in each of
our lives.
It is of the utmost importance to ask the
Lord to lead you into the situation where
He desires you to serve Him, rather than
just going to church where you feel like
going. In this way each of us will be confident that our presence is up-building the
body of Christ, of which we are important
members.
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George Fox College's Ken Greenman
has lost his hold to an honor that until last
month few others could claim.
Greenman, who helped the GFC basketball Bruins to a national berth in the NAIA
Championships last spring, was also a
member of the last team to defeat Bill Walton prior to UCLA's loss to Notre Dame.
Since then both Oregon and Oregon
State have triumphed over the Los Angeles
Bruins and their All-American center. But
before that UCLA went 88-games without
a loss and Walton's Helix High School
team was also undefeated during Walton's
junior and senior years giving Walton a
148-0 win string.
Greenman, finishing up his college career this term, was a member of the Mt.
Miguel (Spring Valley) High School team
that hung defeat on Walton four times during Greenman's senior year when his team
finished with a 32-0 record and the number one ranking in California's top high
school bracket.
The string of 32 victories was a state record which lasted just one season as the
Walton gang of Helix High in La Mesa put
together back-to-back undefeated seasons
during Walton's final two years of prep &>
ball.
Walton was about 6-9 during his sopho- o>
more year and much thinner than now, 8.
Greenman recalls. "A guy my size could c
shove him out of the key," says Greenman, o
a 6-2 guard.
"You could see then that he had an excellent shooting touch and real good tim- *
ing," according to Greenman, an avid Wal- °
ton follower. "He just didn't have the —

1

The seminar held on campus this week
was a complete success. If a person were
to pick only one of the lectures given by
our guests as the one which best depicted
the theme for the week it would have to
be Dr. King's chapel presentation on Monday.
Many people fail to differentiate between
true science and theoretical science.
True science is not a solid foundation to
build one's life on. It is only a tool for a
person to use. Theoretical science is a body
of knowledge that tries to find the most
plausible explanation for the phenomena of
true science based on aprori assumptions.
The assumptions used by theoretical
science are taken by faith to be true.
If only this were accomplished during
this seminar it would have been worth having it just to show the people the differences between true science and theoretical science.
The Creative Learning Seminar gave
people the opportunity to talk to men of
science that had different views than those
held by many people on this campus. It
is good that people active in professional
fields can come and share with us. The
more new ides we can come in contact
with the greater our rate of maturity. Man,
if he is to succeed in life, must continually
have his mind open to new ideas and let
his old ones be criticized.
This criticism is the only method we have
to up-grade our concepts. We must learn
to listen to other views with open minds
and without malice. Christians have a tendency to attack others with different beliefs, but through an opportunity like this
to gain knowledge, we can go on to determine Which truth can be substantiated.
I believe it is profitable for Christians to
be exposed to new concepts and ideas to
better understand the world we live in.

The
FACTS and FALLACIES

of

DORM LIFE
by Jeffrey
On the campus here at GFC we have
many groups of students divided into
various segments of academia. The largest
segment, however, is the one designated
"dorm residents."
These dorm residents appear to be quite
normal. They walk and talk like everyone
else, study the same courses, pursue the
same majors, have to attend chape! twice
a week, and have their mail delivered to
a little box in the SUB — just like everyone
else. Other students take it for granted that
dorm residents are just like themselves.
How blind they bel For behind the four
walls of the institution called a dormitory,
these "typical" students take on strange
characteristics and traits of their own.
What, then is a dorm resident? (To put
aside any problems of sex discrimination
I shall henceforth refer to the dorm resident
as " i t " ) . While it may appear to be quite
organized in everyday life, the contrary is
quite true. It doesn't know the first thing
about doing laundry (mixing the whites
and the darks), nor how to put the lids on
jars of peanut butter, nor how to make its
bed, how to keep from getting locked out
of its room, nor even how to tell which
shoe goes on what foot. But, what can you
expect after being watched and pampered
for eighteen or nineteen years? To help survive this starting transition the dorm resident looks to any mother-image it can find
(its roommate, neighbor, or the R.A.).

Rickey

Even more interesting than the obvious
deficiencies of the dorm resident is its night
life. When the sun goes down and the
moon comes up — full or not strange occurences and activities begin to emerge.
An unidentifiable aura encompasses the
dorm resident possessing him to resort to
committing wild assortments of attacks on
everything and everybody. Waterfights
break out and everyone within fifty feet is
given a free, but cold, shower; a strange
game occurs where a small ball is thrown
at the backsides of fellow dorm residents;
doors are tied with rope, thereby discouraging the exit of the room's
occupants; raids and embarrassing displays of personal articles are made; vaseline and plastic wrap are applied to
bathroom bowls; nightly attacks on persons using the thumping technique are employed; and many pranks (remained unmentioned so as not to stimulate ideas) are
performed on the innocent R.A.'s.
Along with these " f u n " activities the
dorm resident laughs, talks, and plays his
stereo so that everyone in the dorm can
enjoy its music. When it feels there is not
enough drums it obligingly jumps up and
down on the floor, affording the dorm a
stronger rhythm section.

(Continued on page 15)

"EXPOSURES TO CREATIVE LEARNING"
Busily working to solidify projected concepts that would promote more "Creative
Learning" at George Fox College in the
coming years is the Dean of Faculty, Dr.
William Green. He possesses a vision for
education that is slowly culminating into
a concrete system, hopefully able to accommodate today's demands.
The most recent result was the Social
Science Lecture-Series held qn campus
February 26 through 28. The purpose has
many aspects which Dr. Green has outlined
thusly:
I
1. To give the student a new vision of '
integrated learning.
2. To supplement a relatively small faculty with outside resource people.
3. To bring to campus people from outside the region and thus extend personal
and professional acquaintances.
4. To provide students with the opportunity to dialogue with people in positions
of applied learning.
5. To secure specialists in areas vital to
a student's learning but impractical for a

school of this size.
6. To create an identification with
greatness and a time spur as motivation
factors to youth by providing relatively
young scholars plus big names.
Those who attended included David L.
Willis, a former high school science teacher
and biology professor, preceding a Ph.D.
in radiation biology at Oregon State University. He has also written several books
and is presently Department Chairman of
the General Science Department at Oregon
State.
Diarmuid F. O'Scannlain, the Director of
the Oregon State Department of Environmental Quality also was to join in the Lecture Series. Mr. O'Scannlain is a graduate
of Harvard Law School and is a member
of the Oregon Bar. Unable to attend due
to senate hearings in Washington, D.C., his
assistant spoke instead.
The third lecturer was Charles Crawford

King, who has taught Ecology and Field
Biology, Botany, General Biology, Entomology, Plant Physiology, and Plant Pathology. He is presently Executive Director of
the Ohio Biological Survey. He has received
a Ph.D. in Entomology and is presently a
Professor of Biology and Director of
Science Research.
The Lecture-Series consisted of various
channels which students were urged to
utilize to their fullest extent, including class
participation, chapel assemblies and dinner
and evening discussions.
Steps are daily being taken to ensure an
exposure to Creative Learning. Patience
and hope are the framework for these
changes, but I perceive a spark within the
Dean that promises change in the present
system — for the betterment of the faculty
and the students. The Series' financial support was produced from this hope, and
supplied by a local foundation
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in interior design:

doodles
Notre Dame Cathedral is noted for its
stained glass. St. Peter's Basilica is famed
not only as a religious center, but as a
center of art as well. It is an accepted fact
that more music has been centered around
the church and religion than upon any
other subject in the world. More has been
written about God and man's relationship
with him than about any other topic.
It is true that much of this "Cathedral
Art'' — using the term for all of the areas
of the fine arts — is to be found in Europe.
They've been at it longer than we have.
But America does have its contribution to
make to the world of Cathedral Art — and
so does George Fox College.
Now, if anyone were to pick a point they
would immediately mention the fact that
Fox has no cathedral, hence, no Cathedral
Art. I submit. Fox creates Chapel Art. But
it is equal in scope to any art from other
areas. For example, Chapel Art includes
studies in architecture:

"The Rise and Fall of the Third Strike"
The story of how young Tommy reaches
his ambition to play baseball for the Newton Rangers, despite his handicap of being
born without a head.
9 0 1 . 6 3 "Perils and Trials
in the Big, Bad World"
The gripping account of the struggle of
Mark, a ten-year-old social leper, and his
pet bear, Bambi, against a hardened society which doesn't even like them.

and in landscaping:

"The Story-of a Growing Young M a n "
The story of how Wonder Bread
enriched Johnny's body 12 (twelve) ways.
All 12 (twelve) of them being horizontal.
Johnny grew to be one inch tali by five
acres wide and walked with a gait like he
was perpetually smashed. He was killed in
1 9 5 9 when he was mistaken for a pizza
and eaten.
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Literature is one form of art which Chapel Art produces in abundance. Literary
form ranges from book reviews to word
games, as the following examples may indicate:
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"Common Fallacies of Tourists"
A must have for the traveler, jet-setter,
or just man-on-the-go.
The book covers such fallacies as the one
of the Frenchman who was told that the
Grand Canyon is the graveyard for the King
Family, The German who believes the
Statue of Liberty to be an ancient letteropener, and the Jew who understood that
the White House was the headquarters for
the K.K.K.
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Chapel Art has two outstanding characteristics which make it noteworthy. First,
Chapel Art is almost always produced in
miniature, upon paper about two inches by
three inches, though there is some variation in this. Secondly, the name of the artist is almost always starkly obvious, as
many of the above examples will demonstrate.
As a third characteristic, and one which
does not pertain to Chapel Art specifically
but to all art in general, the art produced
by the students of George Fox College almost always has a message, whether it be
ornately presented, or whether it be presented very simply

"Introduction to Broadcasting"
Elementary and secondary approaches
to casting broads. Tips on backhand technique, the reverse roll-over, half-nelson,
and double-chicken-wing. Also, full of
photos and posters of Bubbles Lamar. Ooh
la lal
"For Better or Worse"
The story of Beth and how she meets
Tom and they hit it off on a beautiful weekend. Beth thinks she can shut off her emotions like a light, but finds she has to see
Tom again. Their relationship blossoms
until Beth says yes to Tom and they get
married. Beth has to quit nursing school
to help Tom through Law School. Then the
baby comes. Beth finds she has to quit her
job, and Tom finds he has leprosy.

C*«K£
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Because of the lack of general recognition placed by the world upon GFC's Chapel Art, off-campus examples of this art are
difficult to find. The largest collection is
found in the archives (on the coffee table)
in the Student Affairs Office in Wood-Mar
Hall.
This is a growing field and one which
deserves our continued observation and, if
you feel so inspired, participation. This
could be your big chance to leave your
mark in the world.

WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN . . .
by Veida Le Baron
When I heard they were going to have
a chapel on how to live a chaste life in a
world like this I thought I'd go and be educated. As it turned out, it was a panel discussion with one woman, four men. and
no students. It appeared that the panel had
been chosen for their experience in this
field.
The attitude of the students at the beginning was "wait and see" combined with
a bit of cynical paranoia on the side. The
attitude of the panel seemed to be "how
can we talk about sex without getting involved?"
The panel managed to reach this objective at the beginning by retreating behind
the un-understandable vocabulary of an academic discussion. There was one problem
involved: some of the members of the
panel were not academic. This resulted in
actually trying to get to the nitty-gritty of
the subject during the last few minutes. If
the panel would have had another hour,
they might have even answered some
questions. Fortunately, chapel ended be-

fore this had a chance to happen; but even
then, students came away with a few more
quotations to add to their already numerous list of George Fox expressions.
Whole conversations have been centered around the subject of fog and lamp
posts, as mentioned by panel member Mrs.
Bruce Huffman. She also intimated that if
a guy is nice to a girl, you can know it's
due to "cold, calculating desire." And, if
you ever need an excuse, boys, you can
always say "your glands made you do it."
Seriously, this is the first time this had
ever been done here, and I think the panel
should be commended for what they did
do. Panel members were Dr. Leonard
Silvers, of Newberg; Mrs. Bruce Huffman,
wife of college public relations man Bruce
Huffman; Dr. Sheldon Louthan of the GFC
faculty and a licensed clinical psychologist; and Norval Hadley, General Superintendent of Northwest Yearly Meeting.
Look on the bright side — at least they
weren't more missionaries, and chapel
hasn't been that well attended in a long
timel

by Dan

The
PURPLE MONSTER
STRIKES
Berggren

Last Friday afternoon, a quick, personal
survey showed me that I had fallen almost
twenty-six weeks behind in three of my five
classes. My immediate feelings crystalized
in a crushing burden of guilt and the decision to stay at home over the week-end to
try to catch up. Doing this is not something
to be entered into lightly. Preparations have
to be made. Large quantities of spare
change were amassed; stacks of cookies,
peanuts, and potato-chips were laid up for
the seige; and negotiations were finalized
on the loan of a portable television on
which to rest my weary eyes during study
breaks.
My roommate has a 579-GPA and has
no trouble studying, (curse him!). He goes
home on weekends to his mother. When
I asked him about this he explained that
dorm-life here on week-ends bores him to
death.
By Saturday night I had read four
chapters of sociology and three-hundred
pages of psych collateral. Deserving a
break, I settled down to watch "Sinister
Cinema." Tonight's feature was over with
and a bearded, fat man was telling us
about early television serials., I settled
down in time to catch the latest installment
of "The Purple Monster Strikes."
A laboratory:
'
"Why . . . that must be the inventor of
the atmospheric stabilizer
" / . . . ' / think you're right, Doctor Craig
. . . No doubt about it I"
"Then, let's get him inside: we 'II operate
right away."
> ,
"The wqrld must never know . . . "
Just then a large man in a badly-fitting
suit floated onto the screen. Confused, I
looked up from my psychology book and
realized it was commercial time. In low,
syrupy tones he began to explain . . . .
"Now, Ya'll know there's an energy crisis
goin' on . . ."
I nodded.
"And ya'll realize that gas mileage is
important . . . "
I nodded again.
"That's why ya'll oughta take the time
to come on down and see my selection of
luxury cars."
, :
I blinked.
"/ got the finest selection 'of used Cadillacs and Chevy luxury coupei this' side of
the Rockies. Ya 'II remember —, / 'II be seein'
you!"
,
Laboratory agajn:
i
. "John — I'm afraid Doctor'Benjamin's
copy of the plans for the secret formula
are known only to him."
i
"You mean ,\. .?
"Yes — we must operate on his brain
to get the information."
"The world must never know

Evil laughter drew my attention away
from my calligraphy notes. The Purple
Monster was about to begin his grizzly surgery when . . .
"When you use Binaca
mouthwash..."
I stared.
"Be sure to put the bottle down. "
Things like this always make me anxious.
"Be Sure To Put The Bottle Down!"
By now, I was worried to death.
"BLAAAAAMMfl!!!/"
I crawled back onto the bed and waited
for the next scene.
A spaceship, in an open field:
"Welcome to Planet Earth, Marsha."
"I was sent here by the Emperor of Mars,
to be your trusted assistant. Purple Monster. "
"Then I will take you to the laboratory
tomorrow morning."
"I am at your command. Purple Monster. "
"Then —- kiss me quickly, assistant."
Passionate embraces; my glasses are
fogging up.
Just as I was about to swallow my
tongue, the scene floated to another commercial:
"What's the matter with Doreen?"
I couldn't imagine.
"Why do you ask, Sue?''
. —
I wanted to get back to the P.M. and
his trusted assistant.
"She's usually the life of the party. "
She's probably drunk.
"Well, she's been acting peculiar since
yesterday. Sue, and just between us. I think
she needs a laxative."
I blinked twice, leaned over, and clicked
off the set. Maybe all poor Sue needed was
Serutan, but after spending an evening this
way, I was going to need something more
— like maybe an antidote for brain rot. So
much for the Purple Monster this week . . .
back to civilizations.
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Daniel Smith

"J.B." is both an emotional and intellectual adventure; it asks basic questions
about life, death, suffering, evil, and man's
relationship with God and his fellow man;
it bears no resemblance to 'The Sound of
Music' " Ken Kinser

"J.B." is a dangerous play.
Unanswered questions inevitably are.
A brilliant oast, led by powerful performances from Jim Jackson, Ann Barbour, Ken
"What is man, that thou makest much
Kinser, and Dan Martin led us into the of him?" Job
realm of posing queries before God — a
dispairing yet addicting human endeavor.
Taking its basis from the book of Job,
"The poor you will have always
"J.B." went further and we heard the Jesus
ancient dialogue from the New York Times,
rather than from the pages of the New
English translation.
We read "the focus of the play is
summed up in Nickles' paradox: 'If God
is God he is not good. If God is good He
is not God.' " Thereupon we watch as
Archibald MacLeish turns to Christianity
and demands an answer: "Why do the
righteous suffer?" Puzzled, we answer "like
the stillness of a star." It was well done.
Too well done, perhaps?
I reacted . . . very strongly. The night of
the performance I read, until two in the
morning, the account of Job, his dialogue
" . . . And when he followed the instincts
with God, and his comforters. I have reacwhich God had transmitted to him from his*
tions . . .
ancestry of beasts of prey, he called it Sin,
and asked God to forgive him. But he
doubted whether he could be justly forgi"The Christian conviction that the world ven until he invented a divine plan by which
is evil end bad has made the world evil God's wrath was to have been appeased.
and bad." Nietzsche
And seeing the present was bad, he made
it yet worse, that thereby the future might
seem better. And he gave God thanks for
the strength that enabled him to forego
even the joys that were possible. And God
smiled; and when he saw that Man had
by Ron Mock
become perfect in renunciation and worOf course, you will never have to suffer
ship, he sent another sun through the sky
like Job did. So it could be pretty easy to
to presume to question God and to pit my which crashed into man's sun; and all
dismiss "J.B." as with only a superficial
returned again to hot nebula whirling aimhumanness against His diety?
thinking over . . .
lessly through space.
In other words, what is my mind for?
. . . Unless you happened to notice that
Am I to be punished simply because my
" 'Yes,' he murmured, 'it was a good
Job wasn't the main character in the play.
answers are sometimes wrong due to the play; I will have it performed again.' "
(Then who was the person being described
limits of my mind? Am I to be punished Bertrand Russell.
here?)
for not being able to understand?
The play has been put on hundreds of
Or am I to let my mind be merely a brain
I wonder if I may present, in the form
times before. Each time there has been a
to keep my body running and to do math of queries for the cast and those who
different person playing the lead role. In
problems? What kind of a God would give enjoyed "J.B." these thoughts:
fact, each time anyone has faced the quesme a wondering, creative mind and then
(A) Is God Just, or is Justice of God —
tion of how God could be good with all
tell me to use it for an abacus and a who defines?
the evil in the world, the play has been put fuse-box?
(B) Why didn't J.B. question the wisdom
on. Different actors, maybe, but the same
Did Zophar the Cleric really have any of God during his wealth and pleasure?
theme.
answers, or was he just reciting words he
(C) By whose authority to we speak to
(Is that why every character was a ste- had been taught? Had he ever really ques- God?
reotype? So you could know that this was
tioned to the point of being willing to give
(D) It would seem that paradox presented
not just Job's life, but everyman's?)
up his faith if the answer said to do so? earlier, "If God is God, He is not good,
How can a God who is good and just
Should a person go that far in his ques- etc.," presupposes a definition of good.
allow suffering to happen to a person who tioning? But is it really questioning if he Whose?
had done his best? Even if a man were doesn't?
perfect, still he would suffer: Christ suffered
"/ think failure to ask these questions "Have you considered my servant Job?
much before he died for us. Can this be here (at GFQ is not going to make them
You will find no one like him on the earth,
justice?
go away."
a man of blameless and upright life, who
Many answers have been proposed —
Ken Kinser
fears God and sets his face against wrongfrom "there is no God" to "all men have
Can a man ever figure out God?
doing."
sinned" (which, by implication, would inHere we have our first hint of an answer:
It was a good play. I would have it
clude Christ, since he suffered), but I have
No. We are creatures of this universe. performed again. Congratulations to Pronever heard one that satisfied me fully.
Everything in the universe is a part of it, fessor Graves, Jan, Veida, Ron, Bob W.,
But, must I require that my own feeble was created with it. Every bit of matter or Ken, Dan, Jim, Ann, Cori, Colleen, Elaine,
human mind be satisfied? Why should I energy, every natural law, space, time, and Greg, Eric, Debbie, Martha, Lauri, Louise,
question my creator? Could it even be sinful (Continued on page 14)
Wendy, Rex, Roger. Nina, and Bob J. for
an enlightening evening.

BRILLIANT
AND
DANGEROUS

Dern play; never did come to
a conclusion
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Spring vacation is almost upon us. Many
students are planning to relax, enjoy and
vegetate on their well-earned break from
the books. One of the most pleasant ways
I know of doing this, is to take in a current
movie. There are several really big ones
that have been recently released, and I'm
sure nobody will have any trouble finding
a film of his choice.
One film I'm sure many of you have elready heard about is "The Exorcist." If any
of you are tempted to give it a whirl, please
spend your hard-earned cash elsewhere.
This movie plays for keeps.
I saw the film in Milwaukie several weeks
ago, and I came away wondering more at
the audience reaction than I did at the film
itself. I didn't believe the reviews I'd read
describing the total involvement the film
drew the viewers into until several men
tripped over me trying to leave the theatre.
This was during a horrible scene in which
the main character spits greenish fluid in
the face of a priest. The men were on their
way to the John, so they wouldn't vomit
orr anybody in the theatre. That kind of reaction shook me up worse than the gruesome special effects in the movie.
Several people have asked me how a
Christian should react to a film like "The
Exorcist." Should they condemn it? Should
they warn their weaker brothers and sisters
to stay away? Does the movie illustrate the
power of Christ against the forces of Satan?
Would it strengthen a brother's faith to see
it? And the question I've been asked most
often — How good is it?
Many brothers and sisters here urged me
not to see the film. I thought they were
being foolish until I was twenty minutes
into it. Then I realized they were right. No

DEMON
STEW

by Dan Berggren

same people who had clamored to go with
me when I announced I was going to see
the movie.
Much of the film's power lies in its false
moral tone. Halfway through the story, you
have the idea that the good guys HAVE
to win, otherwise all this build-up you've
been through is liable to drive you bananas.They win all right, but only at the
non-Christian can be subjected to an expe- expense of their lives. The power of Christ,
rience like "The Exorcist" without picking as an effective measure against the demonup some bad side effects. No Christian can power of Satan, is reduced to a series of
see the film without taking the same kind unsuccessful little rituals. Put ritual against
of risks with his emotions. During the a very real force, and who or what do you
movie's opening credits. I found myself think is going to win? That's what makes
praying for objectivity in regards to my re- this movie so real. God's isn't dead, but
actions. It was the last reasonable thing I He isn't being much help to anybody, either.
did the rest of the night.
As to a Christian view of the film, i think
Some brothers I know, have come away
we should be careful not to rush into easy from the film with a claim that it strengthjudgments concerning it. The film is a ened their faith in the Lord. Jolly; but I can
brutal portrayal of the power of Satan, and think of other ways to accomplish this bealso a convincing argument for demon- sides sitting through two hours of a horror
possession today. It is a movie-phenome- movie. Belief in the film's message and the
non, having made almost fourteen million implications of God's deliverance from it
dollars in New York alone since last Christ- are not enough. Even demons themselves
mas. It is well-done, and undoubtedly pop- acknowledge such things and tremble
ular, but does that mean it's GOOD?
when they do. Faith must be built through
As for exposing a considered "weaker" a living relationship with God. It must be
Christian to the film, many of the brave strengthened through cooperation with His
souls I talked with here said they'd like to plan for you. I can think of few things as
see it, but they wouldn't think of asking unlikely to help that plan along as a viewa date to it. When pressed about this, they ing of "The Exorcist."
said they wouldn't want their girl to see
Summing up, I'd suggest something a
it, or they didn't think their boyfriend little easier on the mind for your viewing
would appreciate their idea of a "fun" eve- pleasure this vacation? How about "Amerining. Many people gave me names of peo- can Grafitti" or a rerun on "Sinister Cineple who, in their opinion, would be emo- ma"? Neither one of them will send you
tionally or spiritually damaged by the film. to your bed wondering if there's anything
Oddly enough, many of these were the under it.

'7 Didn 't Know We Had Senate"

b Veida Le Baron

v

One seldom hears about student body
need people who know the process and student senate could formulate construcgovernment on this campus except for an know what's going on. We need senators tive, long-range ideas that may take two
announcement now and then, so I wen to that know how to get things accomplished or three years to execute.
a recent Senate meeting to discover what and have initiative enough to do it.
3) For those elected who haven't any exwas going on. What I found shocked and
Now we know what we need; how are perience in or knowledge of legislative proamazed me, and I wes rendered speechless we going to get there?
cedure, they should have a copy of Roberts
for almost ten minutes.
1) When you vote for a senator, don't Rules of Order so they know how to
The senators representing the students go merely by friendship or popularity. present ideas and how to amend or change
don't know what they're doing! They don't Think about what you're doing. Will this those things with which they disagree. The
know how to use their power or make reperson be a good representative? Does he senate should not be run like a modified
sources work for them. When they disknow the processes involved in being a version of a Quaker monthly meeting.
agree, no one appears to know how to senator? Is he really interested in doing
4) Everyone needs to realize the power
make it official.
something for this school, or is it just an we have as a student body. What our senego trip for him? We need some business ate needs to realize is their power as a govIn this particular meeting, only four of
the students (one of which was the secre- sense and political sense in our student verning body. We seem to neglect or be
tary) had any paper with them to write government, not left over high school jocks ignorant of what we can do. We, the studown thoughts, questions, or notes that and soc's who don't know a caucus from dents of George Fox, CAN CHANGE THIS
might be important for future reference. a quorum and have never heard of Roberts COLLEGE. Do you think something is inefRules of Order, much less read it.
ficient? Get a petition started. If a tenth
Also, the issues they dealt with were mostly trivial. Granted, they were issues which
2) We need some changes in our sys- of the students agree with you. then you
had to be decided upon; but the Senate tem. Every yeer there is a complete turn- can change whatever it is that's bugging
needs to get itself involved in constructive, over from the student body president on you.
creative programs that will build this down. This drastically limits everyone's viBut there are two requirements involved in
campus up and make it a better place for sion. No one will propose, take interest in, in all of this:
a>
students. Right now there is little or no or do anything that can't be done in a year.
a) You have to care enough to do o>
CD
foresight or interest being taken. The prob- What we need is split-office elections like
something about it;
D.
lem is not totally due to the senators, I em- the U.S. .Senate. Every two years half of
b) You have to have enough responsi- C
phasize that. It's also due to some things the Senate is up for election. Thoughts, ino
bility to see it through to the end.
•o
inherent in our particular system of student terests, and programs don't end with new
Our senators have a lot of potential n
3
government.
elections because there's always someone power that they aren't using. We students C
What we need is a definite criteria for who knows what is going on and can keep have even more, but to really utilize it C
the selection of senators other than just a things going while the new members orient we're going to have to stop being afraid oo
good grade point. We need people who are themselves and learn what they can do. of getting involved. As Christians, we have
informed, intelligent, and interested. We With this type of election procedure, our a responsibility to the community we live
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some delicious comment that was delicately off the subject.
Roger Sargent slammed his fist against
the table and cried, "Shoot." He turned
around, staring at the radio and slammed
his fist against the table again.
I carefully peeled off the article I had
pasted down without a headline (I'd been
trying to act nonchalant) and moved it to
the correct position. I was acutely, but not
terribly, disappointed.
I don't know how the 80-plus Fox supporters who had shelled out $ 5 apiece for
a seven-hour bus trip to Klamath Falls felt.
I don't know how the team walked off the
floor and out of the OIT gym.
I've never seen our team lose a game.
I've only been to successful home games,
the opening game of the Tip-off Tournament, and Saturday night's beauty against
Pacific.
That's how I'll remember the 73-74
Bruins, as I saw them last, in beautifully
coordinated action. As we were then we
could never lose. That game in which every
(Continued from page 5)
honestly, and violently to the ups and
downs of Bruin fortunes.
Rob and Bobby, on the other hand, are
rubbing off on Steve Strutz — he, too, is
moving with confidence and skill. He
knows himself, knows what he can do;
and, without tremor, does his thing. Steve
can look beyond the game, the season; he
can see next year and the year after, and
that's where his goals are set. He plays the
game with that in mind.
If basketball were ever to become an art
form, Ray Willis would be the man to make
it. Ray plays ball like lyric poetry — all flowing rhythm, rippling muscles, and leonine
cunning and skill. Ray plays ball 100%,
every cubic millimeter of his frame centered on the ball, every movement of his
body calculated to move that ball closer to
the basket.
Jimmie Blake doesn't get half the glory

THINGS DON'T END HERE
by Louise Minthorne
Over the radio, we couldn't hear the
buzzer; we couldn't see the clock. We
didn't see Ray standing beneath the basket, trying despearately to escape OIT
guards and make that final shot. Our hearts
were tied to the announcer's voice. Defeat
for us came a few, horrible seconds later.
In that last minute-forty-seven-seconds
of the game, the Crescent office had seen
scenes of both exhultation and discouragement, of triumphant cheers and whispered curses.
And then the game ended. We looked
at each other. The announcer's words,
"There's a presentation being made . . .
there is the district title trophy going to

Oregon Tech, the new . . ." were shatteringly final.
Charlie Friesen gave his usual chuckle,
a bit more seriously than normal, however;
and walked out into the night with a
"that's that" attitude and a "see you
later."
Mark Hermanson noiselessly slouched
back to the darkroom,1 followed by Mark
Fertello.
Dan Smith cried, "Oh, nol I can't believe
it!;" and, still flabbergasted, sat down
again at the light table and the page he
was pasting up.
Dan Berggren acted not the least surprised, crawled back up on the stool where
he was perched, also pasting up, and made
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member played and every player scored.
That's how I'll remember Robbie — playing like we'd never seen him play before,
rebounding balls amazingly well, surprising members of Pacific's team and the
bleacher crowd by always being in the
right place at the right time. That's how
I'll remember him — the confidant highpostman, assured of himself and sure of
his team members backing him up.
And Bob Wright. Three times during that
Pacific game he held out a hand to help
a Pacific boy back on onto his feet. Bobby,
too, plays with an air of authority, moves
with the self-confidence and grace which
marks him as a real ball-player, a true athlete, and a man who demands and deserves our respect.
Hutch is of a different breed. Slightly
temperamental, he plays to win; and for
Hutch each play becomes a skirmish in the
battle of the game, in the war of the season
and the sport. Hutch plays personally; he
doesn't stay cool, but responds openly.

he deserves. He's one of those who assists
the heros, the indispensible team member
who is over-looked: he sets up plays for
others; he rebounds the ball only to immediately pass it off to another who plays the
more spectacular position. But Jim has
carved himself a niche; the others have
learned, this season, to trust and depend
on him. He will be missed.
Mark and Tommy are both interesting
players to watch; it's fun to listen to the
crowd as they're on the floor. Tommy's
claim to fame rises or falls every time he
handles the ball. If he does well the crowd
cheers and shouts, "Go, T-Bone! Do your
thing! We knew you could," but if he
makes an error it's "Oh, T-Bone, we knew
you could and. were afraid you would, and
you did. Come on, shape up!"
Mark has held a soft spot in a lot of Fox
hearts. He's the poor kid who got his teeth
knocked out before the basketball season
opened. Mark hasn't been playing so much
lately. He, like Tommy, has found himself
no longer a high school hero, but one of

the lower eagles on the George Fox totem
of players; and is beginning once again the
climb up to the top.
George C. Scott is the bubble on the
team. An onlooker can never know for sure
just what he's going to do. So often he'll
foul within two minutes of first entering the
game. But just as often he'll score within
the same length of time. One can just never
be sure . . . .
Gary, like Jimmie, is another overlooked
player. He's better known as one of "The
Fellas" and a SAGA employee than he is
as a ball player. But there's a hint in his
court performance that that isn't how it'll
always be . . . " 0 ' Gar' " is moving up in
the world.
Carl Johnson, Del Dittus, and Don
O'Neil didn't get to play with the team Saturday night and didn't travel to Klamath
with them for Monday's game. Because of
District rulings that restrict teams in the
playoffs to ten members, their season
ended early. But on Saturday, dressed
down or not, Carl, Del, and Mouse were
very much part of the team. They shared
that victory over Pacific, and they share in
the OIT defeat, too.
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STULL, FORSETH FIND ACTION
WHERE ARE
" O N THE ROCKS"
In the fastest team sport in the world where I'm going to be. This comes from
there are many factors to success including
speed, skating, stick handling, good variety of shots, and a great desire to play the
game of ice hockey.
Two George Fox students are in the
process of polishing these qualities, and
though they have been a long time in coming, it all has been very much worth waiting for..
Ken Forseth and Dave Stull have spent
many years in the rough world of ice hockey and are still at it. Most Friday nights
will find them playing pickup, games at
Silver Skate Ice Arena. "We were too late
to sign up for city league teams in Portland," they report. "So we have to stay
in shape with pickup games until next season when we hope to land spots on a city
league team together."
Dave and Ken started skating around the
age of four and grew up in hockey playing
regions of the country, Ken in Minnesota
and Dave in Washington and British Columbia.
" I got involved in hockey through some
friends who wanted me to take the place
' of an injured player," Dave says. " I started
playing and was hooked. My first organized hockey was in B.C. my sophomore
year of high school — five years ago.
Where I go from here is pretty much up
to how well I develop as a total player."
Dave also reports that he has the size and
desire to play hockey, so it's just a matter
of improving his skating ability and offensive game.
This year Dave has scored 9 goals and
7 assists in five games, while Ken has 13
goals and 12 assists in six games. Stull
says "Having Kenny for a winger has
helped me improve a lot because he passes
the puck well and always seems to know
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working together and from experience; he
just gets better every week."
People have often asked Dave why he
plays hockey and why he likes it so well.
There are a number of reasons, he reports,
but mainly he enjoys it because it relaxes
tensions, because he gains the feeling of
accomplishment when he out does his opponents, and because he can help others
develop their playing skills. "I'm sure
Kenny feels the same way," Stull says,
"You have to love the game to put up with
stitches, bruises, and missing teeth. I keep
coming back to the game."
Ken is a rear inspiration to Dave, Stull
says. "He gives 110% all the time. Our
best game was three weeks ago when we
scored 9 goals between the two of us. It's
nights like that which make the hard work
worthwhile."
Hockey is a sport which is gaining in
popularity in the U.S. and in the Portland
area especially. A year or so ago there were
only four or five Americans in the NHC,
but as more colleges are developing
players the ratio is becoming more balanced between Canadians and Americans.
Dave predicts that hockey popularity will
probably peak in the next few years due
to the over-exposure of television and the
forming of too many different leagues.
However, "hockey will survive," Dave can
say.
Stull points out that a large majority of
Fox students have probably never seen a
hockey game, let alone played in one, thus
making it hard for them to identify with
the sport. "We would like to see some students come and watch us play," says
Dave, with Ken backing him up. " I think
they would enjoy it and learn something

THE ANSWERS?

(Continued from page 10)
even logic are all parts of this universe.
And any God who created the universe
would be outside of it — outside of the
effects of natural laws, space, time, and
human logic.
Therefore, we can never figure out God.
We can never describe Him in words, never
paint His picture, never write His proof.
Words and light and logic are all universal,
and God is extra-universal. The best our
human tools can do is give us a limited
picture of His interaction with the world,
His works in the universe.
But that doesn't answer the real question: can we know God?
First, let's ask what can we know?
We know that we exist. We know our
existence. We know what is within us. And
that which is within us is all we really can
know as ours. It is the only thing over which
we have control.
In " J . B . " Job has everything around him
— possessions, family, position, health
taken away from him. Those things were
not really Ms: he was merely possessing
them.
But no power could take from him the
things within him: his integrity, his love,
his freedom of mind. He didn't know it.
but he really did have his foothold in truth.
The same goes for us. The things within
ourselves, the things that define our existence are ours and are the only things we
can know as ours. They can't be taken away
from us; to lose them we must surrender
them. Then, can we know God?
Can God be within us?
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MEMORIAL PARKING

Last Thursday, I borrowed my roommate's 3-speed Schwinn and set out to do
a little exploring. It was a sunny, fine-edged
day and I was looking for someplace quiet
to do some reading or daydreaming. Most
people would look for a library or an empty
field. I headed for the town cemetery.
There is a funeral home in the business
section of town, and a sign across the street
pointed the way to the local memorial park.
I followed the directions and soon found
myself in front of a large, grassy field
studded with trees. Puzzled, I parked the
bike and skirted around some kids playing
Softball. I had always assumed that "memorial park" was a fancy term for a graveyard; to the best of my knowledge, softball
isn't practiced in them.
Once I had my bearings, I realized that
the cemetery was located somewhere else.
This was a recreational park, and the only
thing around resembling a tombstone was
an oversized granite marker squatting
about fifty yards away. Curious as to the
significance of the monument, I wandered
over to investigate.
The monument, a pile of pink-and-black

granite obelisks, was covered with inscriptions that honored the men of the town who
had died in service to the country in every
war since 1918. In a prominent position
was a quote from the Gettysburg Address
highly resolving "that these dead shall not
have djed in vain." On either side of this
were slabs marked with war dates and lists
of names. Korea was located under World
War One, as if it were an afterthought.
Apparently, no Newberg men had died
serving our country in Vietnam. Our longest
war was ignored on the marker, and its
absence was interesting. I can only hope
I have guessed right; Newberg is a small
town, and can not easily afford the wasted
lives.
In three different wars, only fifty-nine
names had been chiseled on the monument.
I prowled around the rest of the area
wondering if it was really important to the
town. It was clean, and the shrubs were
conscientiously trimmed back. The granite
surfaces were free of graffiti, and the kids
playing ball largely avoided it. Obviously
this spot was tended in the interests of civic
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pride, but I couldn't help picking up -a
feeling of neglect. One of the stone restingbenches was missing; the guard-chains
were rusting; the flagpole was empty. People only came here to pay their respects;
they didn't linger longer than they had to.
Two preschool age boys came pounding
up to the monument, bellowing at full
lung-power. Sizing up their objective, the
taller one began to scale the side of it,
obviously with the intention of claiming it
as part of the domain. The other boy was
quick to follow, and within two minutes
they had successfully tamed their Everest.
I wondered why they ignored the writing
on the front of their mountain; it suddenly
occurred to me that .neither of them could
read yet. Even if they could, they would
have to be much bigger boys before they
knew about war and death or that people
put up rocks to remind themselves that it
was not in vain.
Smiling at them, I went back to my
bicycle. In a year or two, they would be
out playing ball with .the neighborhood
first-graders. Meanwhile, they had all the
time in the world.

(Continued from page 5)

(Continued from page 7)

SKIPPING:

DORM LIFE

Everyone's Problem

It seems from what is written here that
the dormitory is a "nuthouse" rather than
an effective sector of the college. Gazing
apathy which makes one wonder just how at the college catalog, under housing polimuch importance students and professors cies, we find written, "Human relationplace upon education itself. Perhaps Pete ships experienced in residence halls are
Snow's comments will make the best con- strong factors in producing positive perclusion here:
sonal developments." Are these examined
The student bears the responsibility to behavior patterns and activities "producaccept the fact that he is a student and ing positive personal development?" If
the professor is the teacher. In order for they are fine, but if they are not (which
learning to take place these two bodies I think more correct) then the college has
must interact at regular intervals supple- failed in their expectations for residence
mented by the professor's continued in- halls. To deem the college responsible to
vestigation at a higher level and the stu- police the residence halls, however, would
dent's investigation at a lower level.
be absurd and wouldn't be promoting the
In other words, both students and pro- development of the student. The fault falls
fessors need to sit down and come to grips on the student. It's up to you.
with the problem of how they can interact
As you think this over, keep this thought
more effectively and more regularly. And,
along with coming to grips with it, they in mind: If your adjustment is keeping
need to seriously participate in the interac- someone else from experiencing "positive
personal development," then your adjusttion, too.
ment is, in simple words, maladjustment.

(Continued from page 11)

WHATS YOUR ROLE
JN THE SENATE?

in. We can't isolate ourselves from the
world in hopes that it will go away and
leave us alone. Too many times we're ignorant of what we can do until we try. What
better place than George Fox to discover
it? We need you to care. This spring we
will elect our student body officers for next
year; please consider your role in this and
what you can do.

CHARTERING TO EUROPE
this summer?
Come In Or Call

Newberg TRAVEL
811 E. 1st Street 5 3 8 - 9 4 9 6

(Continued from page 6)

Now Greenman Is Rooting Walton On
strength and wasn't very aggressive."
Walton has been declared one of the
greatest college players of all time. Greenman agrees. " I think he is the best college
player ever end could potentially be the
greatest professional player ever — I've
never seen a big man with more desire to
play with as much intensity."
While Walton played with the Los Angeles Bruins, Greenman finished his college
ball career with the Newberg Bruins in their
best season ever — NAIA District champi-

ons. Last season Greenman averaged 9.5
points per game at a .417 percent pace.
Ureenman, who hopes to be a junior
high teacher and coach in Oregon says
he's sorry UCLA's string came to an end,
not because that takes away his claim to
a rarity in being on the last team that
stopped Walton, but because he's a Walton fan now that they're not opponents on
the floor, and he's rooting him on.

SEARS
Authorized Merchant
Catalog Sales

504 E. 1st Street
538-3108

BUY WISE DRUGS
INSCRIPTIONS
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L. Johnson Furniture & Hardware
Complete Home Furnishings
206 E. Elnt Street Newberg, Oregon

